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AFTERMATH PARTNERS WITH CLAIM 
MANAGEMENT ADJUSTERS

Aftermath Partners with Claim Management Adjusters, Bolsters Estimating Services for 
Restoration Contractors

Aftermath Estimating, a fast-growing Xactimate estimate and supplementing provider to 
restoration contractors nationwide, has announced a new partnership with Indianapolis-
based Claim Management Adjusters (CMA), a leading public adjusting firm with decades of 
experience in disaster and loss recovery across the U.S.

The alliance brings an added layer of service to Aftermath’s clientele, allowing the company 
to quickly and seamlessly engage a reliable public adjuster when restoration contractors’ 
estimates are met with resistance or hostility from large insurance carriers. The initiative 
is one of many strategies Aftermath is implementing to bring solidarity to its supplement 
approval strategy.

“Escalating a claim from a contractor to a public adjuster creates a communication gap 
when there is no bridge between the two,” said Jonah Story, CEO of Aftermath. “With CMA, 
we have an instant connection to a network of public adjusters who are ready, willing and 
able to challenge lowball supplement offers from carriers.”

Aftermath is known for its high-quality estimates, fixed pricing tiers, transparent 
communication processes and dedicated customer success resources. CMA, meanwhile, 
has helped policyholders secure millions of dollars’ worth of payouts through superior claim 
assistance after fires, floods and other natural disasters.

“It’s the perfect team,” Story said. “We’re proud to have a stamp of approval from one 
of the industry’s recognized names. More importantly, we’re proud that our clients now 
have a complete estimating and supplementing back-end with access to a notable public 
adjusting partner.”
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The partnership marks both a milestone and a symbol of longevity for Aftermath, which 
heads into 2018 with fast growth and big plans.

“They are doing great things for restoration contractors over there at Aftermath,” said 
Jeremy Walls, CMA’s founder. “While serving separate purposes, both of our companies 
have in common that we don’t consider ourselves to be in the insurance business, but 
rather, the business of advocating for those who are taken advantage of by insurance 
carriers.”

About Aftermath Estimating

Aftermath is a partner to restoration contractors providing Xactimate estimates, 
supplementing and customer success resources. Established in 2017, Aftermath has quickly 
risen to the industry’s A-list thanks to its professionalism, integrity and commitment to 
quality. To learn more, visit www.aftermathestimating.com.


